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chapters where they stand in the conservative
vs progressive debate and read the book
through an appropriate filter.
Catharine Morris

Arabic Literature
Samer M. Ali
ARABIC LITERARY SALONS IN
THE ISLAMIC MIDDLE AGES
Poetry, public performance, and
the presentation of the past
280pp. University of Notre Dame Press.
Paperback, $32.
978 0 268 02032 3
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Jane Shilling
THE STRANGER IN THE MIRROR
A memoir of middle age
256pp. Chatto and Windus. £16.99.
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n his preface to The Portrait of a Lady,
Henry James describes the novel as “an
‘ado’ . . . about something”. Jane Shilling,
quoting James, calls The Stranger in the
Mirror an “ado” about middle age and,
like all her words, it is perfectly chosen.
Where, she asks are the middle-aged novelistic heroines? Where are the middle-aged
women in the media? Who can show those of
us lost in the middle of our lives how to get
out?
Having had a father who demanded that
she “efface herself”, Jane Shilling – a prolific
journalist and reviewer – has always preferred that her presence be noticed. She
recalls wondering, when her mother was the
age that she is now, how a woman who
looked as she did could get up in the morning, look in the mirror, “even draw breath”.
Now that the reflection in her own mirror
gazes back with “livid indigo streaks extending in a semicircle” around eyes which have
“sunk into their orbits”, she sees that a face is
a life story, and overnight, it seems, hers has
begun to etch a new chapter. Women spend
their lives performing, a friend tells her, but
once you reach middle age you no longer
know who the performance is for. You are
the only audience left.
Shilling, who is exceptionally good at
yoking the past into the present, recalls in
close-up. She describes her mother’s legs
with their “skimmed milk pallor etched with
a tracery of bluish-purple veins”, the toenails
ridged like “limpet shell”, the skin of her
heels like “old cheese”; the girls at
her grammar school, whose underarms smelt
of “iris mixed with cat-pee”, the way in
which the “jellied mass” of her post-partum
belly settled onto her lap “like a small, amorphous pet”.
Her perspective is, however, impressionistic: we realize that she is estranged from her
parents, that she moved in with her Latin
teacher shortly before A levels, but the story
is left untold. Like all silences, Shilling’s
silence on the subject of what happened at
home starts to absorb much of the space, but
stories, she reminds us, need omissions in
order to gain shape.
The Stranger in the Mirror is a reminder
that memoir – done properly – is an act of
humiliation. Jane Shilling here gives a showstopping performance of visibility on the
wane. And she deserves the thundering
applause of the audience.
Frances Wilson

“Ruins”, 1965, by Roy Lichtenstein; taken from Roy Lichtenstein: Meditations on art by Gianni Mercurio (372pp.
Skira Editore. ¤69; distributed by Thames and Hudson. £62. 978 88 572 0460 4)
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Antonio Raúl de Toro Santos, editor
BREOGÁN’S LIGHTHOUSE
An anthology of Galician literature
654pp. Francis Boutle. Paperback, £25.
978 1 903427 51 4
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reogán’s Lighthouse, a bilingual anthology of Galician literature, is the third
volume in Francis Boutle’s Lesser Used Languages of Europe series. Together with Catalan and Basque, Galician (galego) is one of
Spain’s official languages, spoken by approximately 3 million people. This book collects
in chronological order nearly 300 texts,
which are, according to its editor, the most
representative examples of a cultural tradition “practically hidden until recently”.
Ranging from twelfth-century songs to
verses written in the early years of the present
century, they comprise poems, short stories
and excerpts from novels and dramas by all
the important writers of Galicia, including
Rosalía de Castro, Curros Enríquez, Ramón
Cabanillas, Castelao, Eduardo Blanco Amor,
Álvaro Cunqueiro, Méndez Ferrín and
Manuel Rivas, among many others.
Galicia’s literature is especially rich in
poetry. The beautiful sound of the medieval
cantigas composed by troubadours in the
Galician-Portuguese language may be
recognized centuries later in the lyrical voice
of Rosalía, or in the avant-garde poems of
Manuel Antonio from the 1920s. Masters of
the modern short story such as Rafael Dieste
and Ánxel Fole, capable of creating
mysterious or grotesque situations in a few
lines, are also included. As are the writers of
the nova narrativa from the 1960s onwards –
in fact, one-third of the book is devoted to
living writers.
A couple of objections. The editor should
have provided some biographical information on the writers, to give the reader a brief
who’s who of Galician literature. It seems
important, for instance, to distinguish the
political positions of Otero Pedrayo or

Vicente Risco regarding the repression of
Galician in the early years of Franco’s dictatorship. The second problem is the lack of
essays. A book that considers it “absolutely
necessary” to spread Galician culture worldwide should have selected historical texts
about Galicia’s geography or history – some
are of great literary value. Jonathan Dunne’s
Anthology of Galician Literature, published
last year, found room for extracts of
Castelao’s seminal 1944 essay Sempre en
Galiza, and the Galician Statute of Autonomy of 1981. But the publication of
Breogán’s Lighthouse is excellent news
for those who wish to read some of the best
examples of Galician literature. Having a
bilingual edition with outstanding translations, the English reader will also enjoy the
direct contact with the original language.
Breixo Viejo
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trictly English came about after Simon
Heffer’s publisher at Random House read
one of the regular emails he sends to colleagues at the Daily Telegraph pointing out
errors in their use of English (“If you don’t
know what a word means it is generally a
good idea not to use it until you have found
out. Also, the passive voice of the verb ‘to
beat’ is ‘beaten’: the headline last Sunday
that said why ‘board games can’t be beat’
was not even semi-literate . . .”). The book is
designed “for those who wish to ensure that
they are speaking or writing the language
in accordance with the widely understood,
and accepted, rules of grammar; that they
are choosing words according to their correct
meaning; and that their usages are logical”,
and divided into three parts – “The Rules”,

“Bad English” and “Good English”.
Heffer says that “so long as people are
comprehensible to others they may write or
speak as they choose”, and a desire for clarity
underlies most of his recommendations. He
reminds us, for example, of the nuances that
are lost when we fail to use the conditional,
the subjunctive and the sequence of tenses
properly; of the “alarming scope for participles to go wrong”; and of the difference
between such commonly confused words as
“flaunt” and “flout”, and “infer” and “imply”.
Although Heffer accepts that language
changes over time, his diligence in maintaining its intellectual rigour makes him conservative: he counsels against, for example, referring to white-collar trades such as journalism
as professions (“professions require a specific learned qualification”); and urges caution in the use of such words as “involve” and
“emerge”, arguing that figurative usages
have become imprecise. He disapproves of
“badly damaged” – “it is hard to see how
something can be well damaged” – even
though the OED sanctions “badly” as a synonym for “severely” or “seriously”; and says
that “it is hard to see the point of ‘she drank
thirstily’ or ‘he ate hungrily’, because people
normally do”, even though the accepted
meaning of “to drink thirstily” is to drink
with evident thirst. In a section on the use
and misuse of the word “get”, he uses “drest”
instead of “dressed” (in the example “I got
myself drest”), which demonstrates how
far from normal usage he is prepared to go in
satisfying his own tastes.
Heffer can come across as very pompous,
and he makes the occasional mistake himself
(in the section on word order, for example,
he writes that “there is no problem of comprehension with ‘sat on the mat was the cat’,
though in most types of prose today it would
be considered rather arch and breaking out of
the idiom”; he later discusses the solecism
of using “sat” to mean “sitting”), but his evidently strong feelings about his subject, fluently expressed, make this book lively and
engrossing. Readers can decide in the early

he Arabic word majlis, literally “place
where one sits”, has several meanings,
including “social gathering” or “council”. In
pre-modern times it has a distinctly literary or
scholarly flavour: a ruler or a teacher would
gather erudite companions or eager pupils, to
discuss poetry, language, history, philosophy, or religion, and often a mixture of these.
The proceedings were sometimes written
down as published lecture notes. Such gatherings could also be unhierarchical, without a
presiding authority. Samer M. Ali, who
writes especially on such sessions in the first
part of his book, prefers to speak of mujalasa
(a cognate of majlis), even though majlis is
far more often used for any “literary salon”,
whether “democratic” or not. It is in such
salons that one sees literature (especially
poetry) in action, particularly during times
when poetry and eloquence were not merely
otherworldly elitist concerns, but essential
elements of communal and personal identity.
Most of the book deals with two ninthcentury poets, ‘Ali ibn al-Jahm and alBuhturi, the latter notorious for shifting his
allegiance when it suited him, such as when
he first called for vengeance of the murder
of Caliph al-Mutawakkil in 861 and subsequently extolled his son and successor alMuntasir, who was clearly implicated in the
murder. A few poems are analysed in some
detail, such as al-Buhturi’s famous poem on
the iwan, or arched hall, of the Sasanian
kings in Ctesiphon. In spite of some discussion of the reception of these poems, there is
little about salons in these parts. In one sense,
the book is a somewhat uneven combination
of an essay on literary salons interspersed
with articles on particular poems; yet it is
held together by the valid argument that
Arabic poetry and its performance are not
purely literary phenomena, but are also
powerful tools in shaping cultural and
political identities.
Geert Jan van Gelder
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he Majorcan-born writer Luis Magrinyà
is renowned as a highly idiosyncratic
observer of Spain’s social strata. His works
have appeared at wide intervals, which
perhaps explains in part why none is like any
of the others. Habitacion doble (Double
Room) contains both fiction and non-fiction;
but even within these two genres there is
quite a list of subcategories.

Among the fictional pieces there is a letter
to an unknown addressee, and one story
laid out like a script; others are internal
monologues which ruminate on the various
plotlines along with the reader. Several of the
pieces use this essayistic tone so effectively
that it becomes easy to forget which narrative
terrain we are in – which, one suspects, is
Magrinyà’s mischievous intention. We meet
a publishing house editor in her fifties, in love
with a man half her age, on her way to eat
dinner with the man’s mother. Another narrator is the son of neurotic parents who reveals a
predilection for stealing pieces of fabric (from
a carpet or a coat) while on a cruise to Luxor.
In another story, a gossiping group of doctors
meets for dinner. The last section, an essay, is
a meditation on A Father’s Story, the book in
which Lionel Dahmer sought an explanation
for the multiple murders committed by his son
Jeffrey. This is hardly out of place, as the
same compulsion for thorough inquiry infects
the fiction too. (The narrator of the first story
asks herself who or what we are subconsciously obeying when we act. It could be
anything: “our father, a character in a novel,
or an advert in Publishers Weekly”.)
It is a wonder that such a distracted, tangential book does not try the patience. Magrinyà
has said that the stories are all linked by the
idea of living space, or the “bloody fight for
the square metre”. One story focuses on this
explicitly: a man’s sexual experiment with
his downstairs neighbour ends in violence;
the neighbour is forced to sell his flat to pay
the legal fees in the ensuing case, and his
victim, who buys this property with the
compensation, joins the two with a staircase
and thus doubles the size of his home. The
rest of the sections, though, are linked not so
much by theme as by the unique voice of
their author, only half-disguised in his narrators: expansive, puckish and astute.
Ollie Brock
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he Demon at Agi Bridge . . .” is about a
young man who takes on the challenge
of crossing a haunted bridge, but is then
killed in his own house by a demon in
disguise, seemingly because of his own
wife’s foolishness. In “On an Evil
Death . . .”, a mother’s forgiveness cannot
save her perverse son, who had tried to kill
her. All she is left with is his hair. Elsewhere,
a woman is punished in death for having
debts in life when half of her dead body turns
into an ox; a nine-coloured deer saves a man
from drowning only for the man to betray it
and hand it over to the king; a Buddhist priest
struggles with his long rice-spitting nose.
These tales and many others – court tales,
travel accounts, fables – thirty-eight of them,
make up this anthology of setsuwa (Japanese
anecdotal short stories), which are rooted in
Buddhist values and principles. As much a
part of Japanese folklore as the medieval
literary tradition, setsuwa was originally a
form of oral storytelling, but from the ninth
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to the thirteenth century the stories were
compiled into carefully edited collections.
This anthology, edited by the scholar
Haruo Shirane and translated by the East
Asian expert Burton Watson, is mainly presented as an academic insight into the genre;
it provides a detailed account of its history
and methodically divides the tales into eight
sections, each with its own brief literary overview. The academic rigour of this edition and
the strong didactic tone of some of the tales
might alienate non-academic, less expert
readers. However, this varied and apposite
selection contains many story-telling jewels;
the most enjoyable being those where morality is mixed with humour, and religion with
sex and violence. These seem to connect to a
Western tradition, taking us back to the earthiness and ambiguity of European medieval
secular tales, like those in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales or Boccaccio’s Decameron. The
modern translation successfully reproduces
the archaic simplicity of the narrative, as well
as its anecdotal tone. But the most significant
achievement of this collection is that it shows
us the many faces of medieval Japan and its
people, wary of the supernatural, deeply
devout yet with a taste for the bizarre, the
crude and coarse.

We can now enjoy detailed and useful data
visualizations of crime and health information. The battle to make the Ordnance Survey
open source appears to have been won.
The Silent State is packed with case studies
offering plenty of causes for campaigners
and journalists to tackle. It may not be an
entirely coherent analysis or manifesto for a
new open British state, but it is a powerful
and passionate step in that direction.
Charlie Beckett

Biography
Ira B. Nadel
LEON URIS
Life of a best seller
352pp. University of Texas Press. $27.95.
978 0 292 70935 5
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ra B. Nadel’s Leon Uris: Life of a best
seller has a similar set of concerns to those
that preoccupied Q. D. Leavis over eighty
years ago in Fiction and the Reading Public
(1932): the relationship between literary
“quality” and the best-seller. Today, British
readers may not be as familiar with Uris
(1924–2003) as they once were.
Born in the United States to Jewish immiMary Mazzilli grant parents, Uris, a high school drop-out,
Marine, scriptwriter and novelist, became an
international superstar. Nadel notes that three
of Uris’s novels were runaway successes that
made him wealthy. American sales of
Heather Brooke
Exodus, published in 1958 when Uris was
THE SILENT STATE
thirty-four, were surpassed only by those of
Secrets, surveillance and the myth
Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the Wind.
of British democracy
Still in print, Exodus, about pre-state Israel
274pp. Windmill Books. Paperback, £8.99.
and the War of Independence, has seen
978 0 09 953762 5
eighty-seven printings and been translated
he Silent State makes the case that into fifty languages. QBVII (1970) sold over
Britain needs more people prepared to 300,000 hardback copies and remained for
challenge the British state’s mistrust of its nine weeks on top of the American best-seller
citizens. Heather Brooke’s five-year battle to listings. Trinity (1976) became “the longestreveal MPs’ expenses is her best-known running continuous fiction best seller of the
campaign, but this short, punchy volume 1970s”. The novel interweaves the tales of
takes us on a tour of other parts of public life three families to tell the story of Irish history
that are equally riddled by the presumption and the Irish struggles from the nineteenth
century to post-Independence.
against openness.
Nadel follows Uris’s career from his
Brooke shows how British people are
under surveillance from childhood onwards. Virginia upbringing, to his father’s failure
The justification is that this is to prevent and left-wing activities, to his experiences in
crime, protect from abuse, predict ill health, the Marines. He details his family’s white
make travel safer. But this data is badly kept, Russian heritage and Uris’s admiration for
ill-used and not available to check. All layers strong, successful Jews. Nadel also discusses
of government now spend millions on public Uris’s three marriages and divorces; his
relations operations to manipulate this infor- second wife committed suicide, and his
mation. Brooke claims that core institutions second and third marriages attracted widesuch as the courts are steeped in a culture of spread publicity. He does not overlook
non-disclosure. The new Supreme Court controversy over Exodus: a Polish-born
does not even have basic facilities to allow British citizen claimed Uris defamed him in
the book, and the 1964 libel charge develjournalists to attend sessions.
The Silent State is a polemic. It does not oped into “the longest libel trial in English
take seriously the value of collecting data. No history”.
Nadel explains that “Conflict – personal,
one in it speaks up for the need for a degree
of confidentiality in policy-making and gov- social, political, and cultural – is the heart of
ernment. It does not warn of the danger that Uris’s writing”, while wondering, “How
individuals’ private lives may come tumbling could one who wrote so ineptly still have such
out into the open when all data is digitally a wide and persistent audience?”. Ultimately,
freed. The Wikileaks story shows us that Nadel does not resolve the dichotomy
disclosure brings with it responsibilities as between best-selling success and the preconwell as rights. But the real problem in Britain, ception of literary quality, but he has written a
according to Brooke, is still secrecy, not readable and informative study, which reveals
leaks. As she acknowledges in the preface to much about its subject and less about the
this edition (the book was first published last mechanics of “the promotion, marketing, and
year), there have been positive moves. We selling of books during a time when the
have a government that talks the rhetoric of viability of the paperback was emerging”.
William Baker
data disclosure and a post-bureaucratic age.
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